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Free reading A chair for yoga Copy
if you can sit in a chair you can enjoy the benefits of yoga chair yoga for dummies is a guide to
developing a yoga practice that you can do while seated in a chair traditional yoga poses can be
replicated as sitting yoga poses and stretches enjoyable and accessible for people at all levels
of experience and mobility there s a reason yoga has been around for thousands of years
practicing chair yoga regularly can decrease your blood pressure anxiety inflammation and chronic
pain it also increases flexibility balance and strength and it helps you sleep better too all you
need to get started is yourself a chair and this book couldn t be simpler with this book on your
desk you can infuse a little namaste into your office routine or build a personalized home
practice that fits your lifestyle and abilities you ll learn specific poses to target problem
areas and guidance on creating your own chair yoga workout plan practitioners can achieve
meditation flexibility goals and more get guidance on creating your own custom chair yoga workout
plan reduce stress get stronger and feel healthier without leaving your seat enjoy the benefits
of yoga adapted to office workers and those with decreased mobility learn proper technique and
alignment from clear illustrations and descriptions stay active while seated everyone knows that
sitting down for long periods of time increases the risk of disability diabetes and heart disease
now you can do something about it with the help of chair yoga with over 100 seated yoga poses
chair yoga is the perfect handbook for office workers and older people who want to practice yoga
these simple exercises will help to strengthen and stretch your body whilst relaxing your mind
and regulating your breathing divided into chapters organised by body part celebrity yoga
instructor kristin mcgee will guide you through each pose with step by step instructions and easy
to follow photos feel the mental and physical effects of chair yoga every day and embrace the
calmer healthier happier you chair yoga is a great way for older adults to get the wonderful
health benefits of yoga staying seated means that even frail seniors or those who aren t flexible
can safely do the exercises yoga is an excellent way for older adults to loosen and stretch
painful muscles reduce stress and improve circulation it also reduces anxiety helps lower blood
pressure protects joints and builds strength and balance in this book illustrations and step by
step instructions show and tell young readers how to do yoga poses in chairs breathing techniques
sel concepts of wellness and mindfulness and benefits of the practice are also introduced
original illustrations and carefully leveled text engage young readers as they learn more about
the basics of yoga and how they can easily incorporate it in their daily lives try this and grow
with goals activities at the end of the book further reinforce the content also includes sidebars
a table of contents glossary index and tips for educators and caregivers chair yoga is part of
jump s yoga for everyone series embark on a journey to reclaim your wellness discover the power
of chair yoga imagine a path to wellness that is not only accessible but also empowering one that
you can embark on from the comfort of your chair chair yoga essentials easy steps to health and
flexibility is your comprehensive guide to unlocking a healthier more flexible you regardless of
your age mobility level or yoga experience this engaging manual invites you on a transformative
journey that begins right where you are starting with the origins and evolution of chair yoga
this guide dispels common myths and unveils the myriad benefits accessible to everyone it
shatters the barriers to traditional yoga by making flexibility and strength exercises achievable
for all whether you seek to enhance your posture alleviate stress or boost your energy levels
chair yoga offers a gentle yet effective solution transitioning into practice you ll discover how
to select the perfect chair and set up your practice space fostering an environment where
tranquility meets movement with detailed chapters dedicated to essential chair yoga poses
breathing techniques and meditation the book lays down simple easy to follow steps learn the
secrets to mastering warm up poses core strengthening exercises balance and flexibility movements
tailored to nurture your body and soul but the journey doesn t end at practicing alone dive into
specialized chapters that address chair yoga for specific needs including adaptations for limited
mobility and strategies for stress relief integrating chair yoga into your daily routine becomes
seamless with practical advice on crafting short effective sequences making it an ideal companion
for both home and office environments this guide also explores the symbiotic relationship between
nutrition and yoga practice offering easy dietary adjustments for a holistic approach to wellness
be inspired by real life transformation stories and consider teaching methods to cultivate a
community of chair yogis whether you re looking to dip your toes into the world of yoga or
enhance an existing practice chair yoga essentials provides an inclusive adaptable framework for
physical and mental rejuvenation start your journey toward health and flexibility today and let
chair yoga open the door to a life of wellness and joy do you want to maintain flexibility do you
wish to remain young would you like to do yoga but are afraid you won t be able to get up from
the floor then this is the book for you why do chair yoga because you need to move you ve become
less flexible you want to quiet the mind you want to maintain control of your body this book
gives detailed descriptions and wonderful pictures of yoga poses that can be done using a chair
and no one has to get down on the floor it may be used by the novice but it is also a fantastic
tool for any yoga teacher wishing to learn to teach chair yoga author dr carl swanson is a
registered yoga teacher e ryt 200 r and yacep r with a passion for chair yoga and its benefits
for so many people dr swanson has been a teacher of many subjects for over 40 years but now
devotes himself to the teaching of yoga to students yoga teachers in training and to other yoga
teachers one of the biggest concerns among aging men and women is the fear of falling chair yoga
or yoga while seated allows anyone to experience all of the benefits of an exercise program
without being afraid in chair yoga for seniors registered yoga practitioner and instructor lynn
lehmkuhl offers readers easy to follow yoga positions and stretches that can be done at home
while sitting down chair yoga for seniors outlines the physical and mental benefits that come
with practicing yoga daily and provides instructions for numerous different exercises including
full body warm ups joint rolls beginner routines intermediate routines expert routines full body
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cool downs the routines found in chair yoga for seniors can help readers make daily exercise a
reality and provide invaluable benefits such as increased energy and a boost in confidence a
comprehensive guide to using a chair for support while practicing yoga detailed instructions and
pictures for 68 postures and flows includes suggestions for body mind spirit connections and a
guide for proper breathing and restful shavasana the book is enhanced with drawings poetry and
uplifting commentary wilma carter is a yoga instructor who successfully practices these poses
with her students target audience people with temporary or permanent physical restrictions yoga
instructors and health related institutions presenting wellness programs when yoga moves off the
mat and into the chair it s easier to integrate into daily life use in the classroom in clinical
settings at your desk on an airplane or anyplace you happen to be mindful chair yoga is a
powerful way to harness key benefits of the practice become stronger more flexible navigate
challenging situations without becoming overwhelmed rest when you need it and much more each card
includes a reflection question to help engage fully with the activities this easy to use card
deck contains 50 practices that can support everyone children teens and adults in living a
happier healthier life in this easy to use teaching manual you will find well organized
instructions of 50 yoga poses to create a vinyasa flow style class using a folding chair
attention is given for physical disabilities hip and knee replacements multiple sclerosis
parkinson s disease obesity stroke patients as well as for able bodied yoga practitioners
included are easy to follow sequences to incorporate into any level of yoga class the difference
from other books on chair yoga is the sequencing of poses to allow for movement from one pose to
the next the popular yoga flow classes may bring a wide range of yoga experience but by
incorporating a chair everyone can improve their practice while using movement to create heat in
the body chair vinyasa is designed for yoga teachers yoga teachers in training pilates aerobic
instructors and personal trainers with yoga experience as well as experienced yoga students using
a chair to support poses will improve any level of yoga practice in this book you will learn to
use a folding chair as a beneficial tool for all level of students and particularly for those who
have a difficult time taking the average yoga class the chair is an excellent prop for
maintaining stability and alignment for individuals who have physical issues due to weight
inflexibility age or various physical limitations it is also excellent for moving students deeper
into more advanced poses you will learn to bring the benefits of yoga to your students and
clients and your personal practice will benefit as well insuring proper alignment and stability
both necessary for a safe and effective practice author delia quigley provides the reader with
tools of knowledge and experience to better create a yoga practice based upon the students
physical emotional and mental needs whether novice beginner intermediate or advanced chair yoga
is a very good way for all levels practitioners it modifies yoga poses so that they can be done
while practicing with seated a chair this book offers various people to access yoga much easier
coffee table therapeutic yoga book with series of simple exercises to help you release stress in
your body without exerting your body these exercises are great for people with back stiffness and
who tend sit for long periods of time office worker traveler car plane people with reduced
mobility chair yoga is a revolutionary concept designed to make the numerous benefits of
classical yoga available to a wider range of physical abilities this step by step program can be
practiced by virtually anyone anywhere in any chair to stimulate physical and mental well being
this fully illustrated guide contains ninety easy to master exercises that have been specially
developed for those with a limited range of movement clear instructions guide the reader through
each routine all of which can be carried out safely without any previous knowledge or yoga
expertise the exercises can also be adapted by yoga teachers who want to incorporate chair yoga
into their classes this book will be popular with anyone wanting to experience the health
benefits of an easy versatile form of yoga particularly older people individuals rehabilitating
after injury or illness and those with physical disabilities as well as the professionals who
support them improve stability and strength with easy chair yoga poses adding a chair to your
practice can provide a new level of accessibility and comfort that isn t available in other forms
of yoga whether you have physical restrictions due to age pregnancy a health condition or just
limited space this book makes it easy to incorporate chair yoga into your daily routine an intro
to chair yoga start with a quick primer that explains the health benefits of chair yoga and how
to create your own practice 4 complete sequences explore chair yoga routines for warming up your
body moving while seated incorporating more dynamic movement or unwinding and relaxing
customizable routines find 10 and 20 minute programs with variations for each pose so you can
tailor your practice to your needs and schedule a progressive approach build up strength and
flexibility safely and comfortably with exercises that slowly increase in difficulty boost your
confidence and stability through chair yoga poses and sequences that are gentle simple and easy
to follow no matter your experience level chair yoga is a very good way for all levels
practitioners it modifies yoga poses so that they can be done while practicing with seated a
chair this book offers various people to access yoga much easier students can use this step by
step chair yoga picture book to guide their yoga practice at home or when travelling teachers can
use this handbook as a toolbox when planning their chair yoga classes seated and standing poses
are illustrated with a picture first then how to do each pose is described in an easy sequence of
movements using a chair for yoga allows the many health benefits of a regular yoga practice to be
accessible to almost anyone these health benefits can include improved circulation and balance
increased strength and flexibility and enhanced mental clarity concentration and mood learn how
to practice yoga with chairs increase your energy and strength improve your concentration
flexibility balance and sense of peace yoga works at work on airplanes in a wheelchair pre or
postsurgery with an injury or illness and at all ages and stages of life you can improve your
overall well being with these simple exercises for the body mind and spirit yoga is for everyone
so many of us want to do yoga but can t get up and down from the floor i created this guide for
my multiple sclerosis ms students so they could do yoga at home and enjoy a yoga pose daily one
pose helps create a cascade of feeling great mentally emotionally physically in this guide you ll
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find step by step directions as well as photos to help you find and feel great in the poses in
the breath work and beyond you ll also have access to links of videos to guide you through the
poses and in practices with me yoga has been found in multitudes of studies to have lasting
effects over time increasing strength resilience flexibility and calm anne matty one of my long
time students has this to say yoga with paula s guidance has changed my life the stretching the
strength the calmness i encourage all of you to not only try yoga but to do it for the rest of
your life start with one simple move today so you re able to enjoy each life moment and thrive
while this book is meant for people with ms the principles and the poses are applicable to any
condition that inhibits your ability to get up and down from the floor it s also an excellent
resource for teachers this encouraging guide introduces the spiritual and physical benefits of
yoga and explains how readers can learn to work with their own body type to perform postures
safely and effectively sections include chair yoga bed yoga travel yoga office yoga and anywhere
yoga each chapter features step by step instructions and clear corresponding illustrations in
every picture the moves are performed by regular yoga practitioners and not intimidating masters
for people with physical limitations or illnesses the book focuses on stretching pain prevention
and reduction relieving stress and helping with symptoms of sickness the postures work out every
part of the body and the book also features exercises that can be done in comfortable positions
with many simpler alternatives for frequent travelers there are stretches to relieve commuter
stress keep flexible and prevent blood clots jet lag and anxiety with no acrobatics needed these
postures can be done anywhere from standing in line to watching tv 10 easy chair yoga poses with
pictures discover the power of chair yoga with discover chair yoga gentle fitness for seniors and
beginners seated exercises for health and wellbeing designed specifically for yoga beginners this
comprehensive guide offers a gentle introduction to daily chair yoga providing a safe and
accessible way to enhance flexibility strength and balance from the comfort of your home benefits
include improve flexibility and range of motion strengthen muscles and improve posture reduce
joint pain and stiffness enhance relaxation and reduce stress levels cultivate a sense of inner
peace and well being with a daily routine featuring easy to follow chair yoga poses you ll
discover how to improve mobility reduce stress and cultivate a sense of inner peace with just a
few minutes of practice each day from seated stretches and gentle twists to relaxation techniques
and breathwork this book covers it all empowering you to embrace the benefits of chair yoga at
any age whether you are seeking relief from joint pain looking to improve posture or simply
wanting to enhance your overall well being discover chair yoga is your essential companion on the
journey to greater health and vitality get your copy now and embark on a path towards a happier
healthier you rejuvenate your body health and overall wellbeing with this senior s guide to chair
yoga exercises to flourish as we age we must change our habits and way of life exercise can be
more challenging if you have joint discomfort sore muscles tiredness or other typical age related
conditions these worries frequently lead seniors to lead a passive or inactive lifestyle making
matters even worse thankfully chair yoga is a simple and inexpensive form of exercise that has
enormous advantages for seniors the excellent health advantages of yoga can be obtained by
elderly persons through chair yoga even elderly people with limited mobility or those who are not
flexible can safely practice yoga by remaining seated among the advantages of chair yoga for
senior citizens are the ability to stretch and release sore muscles reduction of chronic pain and
reduction of stress this chair yoga for seniors book is written in a simplistic approach to help
jumpstart your journey into reclaiming your health and overall wellbeing as you exercise your way
up toward gaining strength balance and flexibility for healthy living and aging here are snippets
of what this book contains 1 a comprehensive list of how chair yoga exercises can benefit you
greatly 2 how to establish a clear chair yoga mindset to derive maximum benefits from the
exercises while achieving your overall health goal 3 safety precautions you must conform to
before starting your chair yoga exercises 4 simple supplies you need to get started 5 the best
time of day to exercise 6 what to do before you start your chair yoga exercises 7 setting up your
yoga space 8 chair yoga warm up poses such as sun salutation cat cow etc 9 chair yoga poses for
strength balance and flexibility such as downward facing dog warrior ii etc 10 chair yoga cool
down poses such as pigeon pose hamstring stretch etc and lots more so what else are you waiting
for get a copy of this book right now to get started simple chair yoga for those who cannot do
standing exercise black and white edition learn yoga in chairs at your desk for pre or post
surgery for chronic illness for seniors in wheelchairs if injured on airplanes or for a gentle
yoga practice yoga gives physical health and inner peace to those who practice yoga is for
everyone om shanti om peace sunlightchairyoga com this book combines chair yoga with inspiration
from the book a course in miracles it contains science and spiritually it is a booklet for
everyone and can assist older persons to inspire them to regain fitness and range of motion chair
yoga level 2 teacher training manual by knoff yoga if you re sitting in your chair on the deck or
dock you re probably already in a relaxed frame of mind but did you realize that you re only a
short stretch from nirvana this engaging little book guides you in the ancient art of yoga from
the comfort of your chair whimsical two color illustrations and humorous easy to follow
instructions lead the reader through stretching strengthening and breath control exercises en
route to improved flexibility and relaxation yoga has proven beneficial in soothing the aches and
pains of daily life as well as for such ailments as depression and insomnia a useful exercise
guide and a delightful gift good morning toes a book of exercises for toes ankles feet and legs
to be used by yoga teachers and yoga students and chair yoga teachers and chair yoga students the
chair yoga book for multiple sclerosis and chronic pain is a comprehensive guide that offers yoga
practices and techniques specifically designed to accommodate individuals with ms and chronic
pain it provides a wide range of seated yoga poses and gentle movements that can be done using a
chair for support making it accessible for those with limited mobility the book includes step by
step instructions illustrations and modifications to cater to various levels of ability
additionally it may cover breathing exercises and mindfulness practices to help manage pain and
improve overall well being overall this book aims to empower individuals with ms and chronic pain
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to experience the benefits of yoga while respecting their physical limitations describes more
than eighty yoga poses breathing exercises and meditation techniques that can be done from a
chair and are aimed at improving flexibility balance and strength experienced or not keep reading
build your strength healthy lifestyle and maximum flexibility with this amazing easy chair yoga
exercises most of us do not have time for traditional exercise or the gym but we want to stay
healthy and fit adding chair yoga to your routine can give you a new healthier fantastic
lifestyle chair yoga is the most straightforward and effective exercise you can do whether you
are limited due to your age healthy condition or just not enough time for a traditional workout
we have written this book in a very easy to understand way so anyone can use it with the many
people sitting at their work desk daily or travel on far journeys sat on flights it s inevitable
to avoid back pain stiffness and more but this doesn t have to be the case for you chair yoga is
so easy that you can do it anywhere even in the office diana mcgee is a well respected mother of
two children who has worked in an office most of her life she spent most of her time sitting down
in an office job while at work diana mcgee suffered from stiffness and back pain which eventually
got worst over the years she wanted a not intense solution or required a lot of time when she
discovered chair yoga she decided to become an instructor and has been able to help a lot of
people with their health conditions using chair yoga practice are you constantly sat on a chair
do you feel stiff have you never done yoga before don t have time for traditional exercise have
you not moved much lately simply want and healthier life with less effort if so then chair yoga
is for you you can do it most effective chair yoga includes the benefit of chair yoga understand
if chair yoga is for you different chair yoga poses with an image easy to understand step by step
guide and many more ready to build your strength maximum flexibility get rid of stiffness and
achieve a healthier lifestyle click on the buy button now chair yoga provides the perfect
opportunity to get moving while limiting the risk of injury and improving flexibility you can
achieve many of the same benefits as other forms of yoga and will find yourself looking and
feeling better than ever before by following the simple and short routines within this book
illustrated charts are included to make these routines easy for beginners to follow with these
accessible moves and step by step guidance you ll discover everything you need to know to get
started with a regular chair yoga practice this book will help you how to lose weight and improve
flexibility keeping healthy joints learn easy to follow 40 illustrated exercises that will help
you improve flexibility and enhance your sense of well being avoid falling and improve balance
quickly from beginner to more advanced exercises to improve your balance and coordination with
low impact and gentle exercises reducing your risk of falls and injuries the 7 best exercises and
shortcuts to burn fat whilst sitting 30 day workout designed to improve your fitness level to
maximize your health improve physical and emotional health in just 10 minutes per day exercises
and routines designed by a personal trainer to help you achieve your goals boost your confidence
and stability through chair yoga poses and sequences that are gentle simple and easy to follow no
matter your experience level sometimes getting down on a yoga mat isn t possible this chair yoga
adventure will fire up your imagination who do you want to fly with and where do you want to fly
use chair yoga poses to help a golden eagle a flying horse or a dragon on a special adventure
where you choose what happens do you want to achieve a better quality of life even whilst you re
sitting down chair yoga is a form of yoga that adapts traditional yoga poses and practices to be
performed while seated on a chair or using a chair for support it is an accessible and inclusive
approach to yoga making the practice especially useful to individuals with limited mobility
whether you are a senior an office worker or physically unable to do a downward dog on the mat
chair yoga is for you these poses are so easy to follow that you are guaranteed to succeed even
if you have never exercised before what will you discover in this book easy to follow
instructions for poses that only require a chair 15 minutes of your time step by step
instructions for poses that help towards building strength flexibility and vitality even if you
can t get down to a yoga mat a variety of poses that can be performed from the comfort of your
own home no matter your age ability or limitations what does science say 1 studies by the harvard
medical school show that weekly yoga classes often help with chronic back pain more than the
standard treatment 2 according to the academy of medical royal colleges exercise improves wear
and tear conditions such as osteoarthritis by an impressive 22 83 3 yoga has been proven to
improve bone density even in older adults it is better to start late than never the author
introduced his mother to yoga when she was in her fifties 29 years ago like anyone her age she
has aches and pains that come with age but she lives with no physical restrictions and enjoys a
full life at the age of 79 she had a fall recently fracturing her kneecap but she thankfully
bounced back fairly quickly putting her quick recovery down to her regular chair yoga practice
the incredible benefits that yoga has brought her are evident therefore the author is confident
about the benefits it can bring to the lives of others too to take control of your vitality with
chair yoga add this to your shopping cart now rediscover your body s strength and free yourself
from age related pain with this practical guide to chair yoga for beginners are you struggling
with stiffness pain and joint discomfort are you worried about falling or not being able to keep
up with your grandchildren or would you like to lose the extra pounds and regain your mobility
then this book is just right for you if you want to improve your balance increase your strength
and flexibility and harness the healing power of yoga this guide provides step by step
instructions and beginner friendly advice that doesn t cost a lot and allows you to regain your
independence by following along 10 minute exercises that you can do at home here is a small
selection of what you will discover chair yoga made easy with step by step instructions you ll
learn the most important postures and stretches that will keep you fit and flexible gentle
routine for your whole body learn practical stretches and postures for your back shoulders neck
hips arms and legs to relax stay flexible and gain strength stay active at any age with a fully
illustrated workout to meet centers for disease control and prevention recommendations for older
adults feel the power of pranayama unlock the scientifically proven benefits of pranayama chair
savasana a complete weight loss routine to burn off those extra kilos an 8 week yoga plan to
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rediscover your body s power and much more how would your life change if you could get rid of
those annoying age related pains imagine being able to easily lift your mood and say goodbye to
stiff joints forever chair yoga for beginner is a friendly path suitable for readers of all
experience levels and will help you rediscover the power of your body are you ready to feel the
amazing benefits of chair yoga then scroll up and get your copy today sunlight chair yoga yoga
for everyone is a helpful book to learn to do yoga in chairs standing or seated as a way to
support the body learn simple and gentle yoga exercises and postures to do at work while
traveling in a wheelchair if injured ill or wanting a supported yoga practice also learn to
meditate do breathing exercises and relaxation postures for calming the mind and the nervous
system includes vegetarian yoga recipes and links to chair yoga practice videos yoga is for
everyone sunlighthchairyoga com improve flexibility boost mobility and promote better strength in
just a few steps easy and simple chair yoga exercises for seniors who want to stay young are you
tired of people always doting on you because they think you re frail do you find it harder and
harder to accomplish simple daily tasks now that you re older do you wish to remain active and
self sufficient as you become older as we age it becomes increasingly important to maintain our
balance and flexibility most seniors don t want to go to a gym or be confined to doing exercises
on the floor and it can simply be hard to find the time or motivation to stay active as we get
older this can lead to a lot of problems down the road chair yoga for seniors is the solution
author baz thompson has put together a compilation of the most beneficial yoga moves that any
senior can do right from the comfort of their home he ll be guiding you every step of the way
from start to finish to help you feel as young and spry as you did 30 years ago in this life
changing book you will target specific pain points and never worry about body aches again get the
most out of yoga stay motivated to keep your body in tip top shape discover specially curated
exercises to help you feel powerful again unlock your joints and reintroduce flexibility in your
life fuel yourself and wake up every day ready to take on the world follow routines that will
transform your body without tiring you out and so much more with just a few minutes of practice
each day you can see real results that will help you stay healthy and independent as you age you
ll feel better mentally and physically and you ll be able to do more things on your own terms
wait no longer improve your health and protect yourself and your loved ones with chair yoga for
seniors scroll up click on buy now with 1 click and start today chair yoga chair yoga is for
anyone it s a great prop that you can use anywhere to practice a bit of yoga chock full of dr
ayne s funny little stick people to help you get into your pose yoga for everyone using a chair
for support try a gentle and effective way to create balance strength flexibility and peace of
mind with chair yoga do yoga at work in airplanes if disabled in a wheelchair injured or ill yoga
can be done at all ages and stages of life chair yoga is a gentle form of yoga that can be done
sitting on a chair or standing on the ground while using the chair for support it is beneficial
if you have limited mobility or if you want to practice yoga while at work here are some basic
chair yoga poses called asanas to get you started
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Chair Yoga For Dummies 2022-07-25 if you can sit in a chair you can enjoy the benefits of yoga
chair yoga for dummies is a guide to developing a yoga practice that you can do while seated in a
chair traditional yoga poses can be replicated as sitting yoga poses and stretches enjoyable and
accessible for people at all levels of experience and mobility there s a reason yoga has been
around for thousands of years practicing chair yoga regularly can decrease your blood pressure
anxiety inflammation and chronic pain it also increases flexibility balance and strength and it
helps you sleep better too all you need to get started is yourself a chair and this book couldn t
be simpler with this book on your desk you can infuse a little namaste into your office routine
or build a personalized home practice that fits your lifestyle and abilities you ll learn
specific poses to target problem areas and guidance on creating your own chair yoga workout plan
practitioners can achieve meditation flexibility goals and more get guidance on creating your own
custom chair yoga workout plan reduce stress get stronger and feel healthier without leaving your
seat enjoy the benefits of yoga adapted to office workers and those with decreased mobility learn
proper technique and alignment from clear illustrations and descriptions stay active while seated
Chair Yoga 2015-11-13 everyone knows that sitting down for long periods of time increases the
risk of disability diabetes and heart disease now you can do something about it with the help of
chair yoga with over 100 seated yoga poses chair yoga is the perfect handbook for office workers
and older people who want to practice yoga these simple exercises will help to strengthen and
stretch your body whilst relaxing your mind and regulating your breathing divided into chapters
organised by body part celebrity yoga instructor kristin mcgee will guide you through each pose
with step by step instructions and easy to follow photos feel the mental and physical effects of
chair yoga every day and embrace the calmer healthier happier you
Chair Yoga 2017-01-17 chair yoga is a great way for older adults to get the wonderful health
benefits of yoga staying seated means that even frail seniors or those who aren t flexible can
safely do the exercises yoga is an excellent way for older adults to loosen and stretch painful
muscles reduce stress and improve circulation it also reduces anxiety helps lower blood pressure
protects joints and builds strength and balance
Chair Yoga Exercises For Beginners 2021-04-24 in this book illustrations and step by step
instructions show and tell young readers how to do yoga poses in chairs breathing techniques sel
concepts of wellness and mindfulness and benefits of the practice are also introduced original
illustrations and carefully leveled text engage young readers as they learn more about the basics
of yoga and how they can easily incorporate it in their daily lives try this and grow with goals
activities at the end of the book further reinforce the content also includes sidebars a table of
contents glossary index and tips for educators and caregivers chair yoga is part of jump s yoga
for everyone series
Chair Yoga 2020 embark on a journey to reclaim your wellness discover the power of chair yoga
imagine a path to wellness that is not only accessible but also empowering one that you can
embark on from the comfort of your chair chair yoga essentials easy steps to health and
flexibility is your comprehensive guide to unlocking a healthier more flexible you regardless of
your age mobility level or yoga experience this engaging manual invites you on a transformative
journey that begins right where you are starting with the origins and evolution of chair yoga
this guide dispels common myths and unveils the myriad benefits accessible to everyone it
shatters the barriers to traditional yoga by making flexibility and strength exercises achievable
for all whether you seek to enhance your posture alleviate stress or boost your energy levels
chair yoga offers a gentle yet effective solution transitioning into practice you ll discover how
to select the perfect chair and set up your practice space fostering an environment where
tranquility meets movement with detailed chapters dedicated to essential chair yoga poses
breathing techniques and meditation the book lays down simple easy to follow steps learn the
secrets to mastering warm up poses core strengthening exercises balance and flexibility movements
tailored to nurture your body and soul but the journey doesn t end at practicing alone dive into
specialized chapters that address chair yoga for specific needs including adaptations for limited
mobility and strategies for stress relief integrating chair yoga into your daily routine becomes
seamless with practical advice on crafting short effective sequences making it an ideal companion
for both home and office environments this guide also explores the symbiotic relationship between
nutrition and yoga practice offering easy dietary adjustments for a holistic approach to wellness
be inspired by real life transformation stories and consider teaching methods to cultivate a
community of chair yogis whether you re looking to dip your toes into the world of yoga or
enhance an existing practice chair yoga essentials provides an inclusive adaptable framework for
physical and mental rejuvenation start your journey toward health and flexibility today and let
chair yoga open the door to a life of wellness and joy
Chair Yoga Essentials 2024-04-19 do you want to maintain flexibility do you wish to remain young
would you like to do yoga but are afraid you won t be able to get up from the floor then this is
the book for you why do chair yoga because you need to move you ve become less flexible you want
to quiet the mind you want to maintain control of your body this book gives detailed descriptions
and wonderful pictures of yoga poses that can be done using a chair and no one has to get down on
the floor it may be used by the novice but it is also a fantastic tool for any yoga teacher
wishing to learn to teach chair yoga author dr carl swanson is a registered yoga teacher e ryt
200 r and yacep r with a passion for chair yoga and its benefits for so many people dr swanson
has been a teacher of many subjects for over 40 years but now devotes himself to the teaching of
yoga to students yoga teachers in training and to other yoga teachers
Chair Yoga 2020-12-30 one of the biggest concerns among aging men and women is the fear of
falling chair yoga or yoga while seated allows anyone to experience all of the benefits of an
exercise program without being afraid in chair yoga for seniors registered yoga practitioner and
instructor lynn lehmkuhl offers readers easy to follow yoga positions and stretches that can be
done at home while sitting down chair yoga for seniors outlines the physical and mental benefits
that come with practicing yoga daily and provides instructions for numerous different exercises
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including full body warm ups joint rolls beginner routines intermediate routines expert routines
full body cool downs the routines found in chair yoga for seniors can help readers make daily
exercise a reality and provide invaluable benefits such as increased energy and a boost in
confidence
Chair Yoga for Seniors 2020-04-07 a comprehensive guide to using a chair for support while
practicing yoga detailed instructions and pictures for 68 postures and flows includes suggestions
for body mind spirit connections and a guide for proper breathing and restful shavasana the book
is enhanced with drawings poetry and uplifting commentary wilma carter is a yoga instructor who
successfully practices these poses with her students target audience people with temporary or
permanent physical restrictions yoga instructors and health related institutions presenting
wellness programs
All I Need Is This Chair Yoga 2011-05 when yoga moves off the mat and into the chair it s easier
to integrate into daily life use in the classroom in clinical settings at your desk on an
airplane or anyplace you happen to be mindful chair yoga is a powerful way to harness key
benefits of the practice become stronger more flexible navigate challenging situations without
becoming overwhelmed rest when you need it and much more each card includes a reflection question
to help engage fully with the activities this easy to use card deck contains 50 practices that
can support everyone children teens and adults in living a happier healthier life
Mindful Chair Yoga 2018-12-18 in this easy to use teaching manual you will find well organized
instructions of 50 yoga poses to create a vinyasa flow style class using a folding chair
attention is given for physical disabilities hip and knee replacements multiple sclerosis
parkinson s disease obesity stroke patients as well as for able bodied yoga practitioners
included are easy to follow sequences to incorporate into any level of yoga class the difference
from other books on chair yoga is the sequencing of poses to allow for movement from one pose to
the next the popular yoga flow classes may bring a wide range of yoga experience but by
incorporating a chair everyone can improve their practice while using movement to create heat in
the body chair vinyasa is designed for yoga teachers yoga teachers in training pilates aerobic
instructors and personal trainers with yoga experience as well as experienced yoga students using
a chair to support poses will improve any level of yoga practice in this book you will learn to
use a folding chair as a beneficial tool for all level of students and particularly for those who
have a difficult time taking the average yoga class the chair is an excellent prop for
maintaining stability and alignment for individuals who have physical issues due to weight
inflexibility age or various physical limitations it is also excellent for moving students deeper
into more advanced poses you will learn to bring the benefits of yoga to your students and
clients and your personal practice will benefit as well insuring proper alignment and stability
both necessary for a safe and effective practice author delia quigley provides the reader with
tools of knowledge and experience to better create a yoga practice based upon the students
physical emotional and mental needs whether novice beginner intermediate or advanced
Chair Vinyasa 2016-07-22 chair yoga is a very good way for all levels practitioners it modifies
yoga poses so that they can be done while practicing with seated a chair this book offers various
people to access yoga much easier
The First Step to CHAIR YOGA 2019-03-04 coffee table therapeutic yoga book with series of simple
exercises to help you release stress in your body without exerting your body these exercises are
great for people with back stiffness and who tend sit for long periods of time office worker
traveler car plane people with reduced mobility
Secret Journal of a Yogi 2016-06-02 chair yoga is a revolutionary concept designed to make the
numerous benefits of classical yoga available to a wider range of physical abilities this step by
step program can be practiced by virtually anyone anywhere in any chair to stimulate physical and
mental well being this fully illustrated guide contains ninety easy to master exercises that have
been specially developed for those with a limited range of movement clear instructions guide the
reader through each routine all of which can be carried out safely without any previous knowledge
or yoga expertise the exercises can also be adapted by yoga teachers who want to incorporate
chair yoga into their classes this book will be popular with anyone wanting to experience the
health benefits of an easy versatile form of yoga particularly older people individuals
rehabilitating after injury or illness and those with physical disabilities as well as the
professionals who support them
Chair Yoga 2011-09-15 improve stability and strength with easy chair yoga poses adding a chair to
your practice can provide a new level of accessibility and comfort that isn t available in other
forms of yoga whether you have physical restrictions due to age pregnancy a health condition or
just limited space this book makes it easy to incorporate chair yoga into your daily routine an
intro to chair yoga start with a quick primer that explains the health benefits of chair yoga and
how to create your own practice 4 complete sequences explore chair yoga routines for warming up
your body moving while seated incorporating more dynamic movement or unwinding and relaxing
customizable routines find 10 and 20 minute programs with variations for each pose so you can
tailor your practice to your needs and schedule a progressive approach build up strength and
flexibility safely and comfortably with exercises that slowly increase in difficulty boost your
confidence and stability through chair yoga poses and sequences that are gentle simple and easy
to follow no matter your experience level
Chair Yoga 2021-06 chair yoga is a very good way for all levels practitioners it modifies yoga
poses so that they can be done while practicing with seated a chair this book offers various
people to access yoga much easier
The First Step to CHAIR YOGA 2019-05-25 students can use this step by step chair yoga picture
book to guide their yoga practice at home or when travelling teachers can use this handbook as a
toolbox when planning their chair yoga classes seated and standing poses are illustrated with a
picture first then how to do each pose is described in an easy sequence of movements using a
chair for yoga allows the many health benefits of a regular yoga practice to be accessible to
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almost anyone these health benefits can include improved circulation and balance increased
strength and flexibility and enhanced mental clarity concentration and mood
Yoga on the Edge 2014-09-24 learn how to practice yoga with chairs increase your energy and
strength improve your concentration flexibility balance and sense of peace yoga works at work on
airplanes in a wheelchair pre or postsurgery with an injury or illness and at all ages and stages
of life you can improve your overall well being with these simple exercises for the body mind and
spirit yoga is for everyone
Sunlight Chair Yoga (Black and White Edition) 2014-01-01 so many of us want to do yoga but can t
get up and down from the floor i created this guide for my multiple sclerosis ms students so they
could do yoga at home and enjoy a yoga pose daily one pose helps create a cascade of feeling
great mentally emotionally physically in this guide you ll find step by step directions as well
as photos to help you find and feel great in the poses in the breath work and beyond you ll also
have access to links of videos to guide you through the poses and in practices with me yoga has
been found in multitudes of studies to have lasting effects over time increasing strength
resilience flexibility and calm anne matty one of my long time students has this to say yoga with
paula s guidance has changed my life the stretching the strength the calmness i encourage all of
you to not only try yoga but to do it for the rest of your life start with one simple move today
so you re able to enjoy each life moment and thrive while this book is meant for people with ms
the principles and the poses are applicable to any condition that inhibits your ability to get up
and down from the floor it s also an excellent resource for teachers
MS Chair Yoga at Home Your Step-By-Step Guide 2020-09-13 this encouraging guide introduces the
spiritual and physical benefits of yoga and explains how readers can learn to work with their own
body type to perform postures safely and effectively sections include chair yoga bed yoga travel
yoga office yoga and anywhere yoga each chapter features step by step instructions and clear
corresponding illustrations in every picture the moves are performed by regular yoga
practitioners and not intimidating masters for people with physical limitations or illnesses the
book focuses on stretching pain prevention and reduction relieving stress and helping with
symptoms of sickness the postures work out every part of the body and the book also features
exercises that can be done in comfortable positions with many simpler alternatives for frequent
travelers there are stretches to relieve commuter stress keep flexible and prevent blood clots
jet lag and anxiety with no acrobatics needed these postures can be done anywhere from standing
in line to watching tv
Anywhere, Anytime, Any Body Yoga 2010 10 easy chair yoga poses with pictures discover the power
of chair yoga with discover chair yoga gentle fitness for seniors and beginners seated exercises
for health and wellbeing designed specifically for yoga beginners this comprehensive guide offers
a gentle introduction to daily chair yoga providing a safe and accessible way to enhance
flexibility strength and balance from the comfort of your home benefits include improve
flexibility and range of motion strengthen muscles and improve posture reduce joint pain and
stiffness enhance relaxation and reduce stress levels cultivate a sense of inner peace and well
being with a daily routine featuring easy to follow chair yoga poses you ll discover how to
improve mobility reduce stress and cultivate a sense of inner peace with just a few minutes of
practice each day from seated stretches and gentle twists to relaxation techniques and breathwork
this book covers it all empowering you to embrace the benefits of chair yoga at any age whether
you are seeking relief from joint pain looking to improve posture or simply wanting to enhance
your overall well being discover chair yoga is your essential companion on the journey to greater
health and vitality get your copy now and embark on a path towards a happier healthier you
Discover Chair Yoga: Gentle Fitness for Seniors and Beginners, Seated Exercises for Health and
Wellbeing 2024-04-04 rejuvenate your body health and overall wellbeing with this senior s guide
to chair yoga exercises to flourish as we age we must change our habits and way of life exercise
can be more challenging if you have joint discomfort sore muscles tiredness or other typical age
related conditions these worries frequently lead seniors to lead a passive or inactive lifestyle
making matters even worse thankfully chair yoga is a simple and inexpensive form of exercise that
has enormous advantages for seniors the excellent health advantages of yoga can be obtained by
elderly persons through chair yoga even elderly people with limited mobility or those who are not
flexible can safely practice yoga by remaining seated among the advantages of chair yoga for
senior citizens are the ability to stretch and release sore muscles reduction of chronic pain and
reduction of stress this chair yoga for seniors book is written in a simplistic approach to help
jumpstart your journey into reclaiming your health and overall wellbeing as you exercise your way
up toward gaining strength balance and flexibility for healthy living and aging here are snippets
of what this book contains 1 a comprehensive list of how chair yoga exercises can benefit you
greatly 2 how to establish a clear chair yoga mindset to derive maximum benefits from the
exercises while achieving your overall health goal 3 safety precautions you must conform to
before starting your chair yoga exercises 4 simple supplies you need to get started 5 the best
time of day to exercise 6 what to do before you start your chair yoga exercises 7 setting up your
yoga space 8 chair yoga warm up poses such as sun salutation cat cow etc 9 chair yoga poses for
strength balance and flexibility such as downward facing dog warrior ii etc 10 chair yoga cool
down poses such as pigeon pose hamstring stretch etc and lots more so what else are you waiting
for get a copy of this book right now to get started
Chair Yoga for Seniors 2022-08-19 simple chair yoga for those who cannot do standing exercise
black and white edition
Sit N Fit Chair Yoga 2015-06-20 learn yoga in chairs at your desk for pre or post surgery for
chronic illness for seniors in wheelchairs if injured on airplanes or for a gentle yoga practice
yoga gives physical health and inner peace to those who practice yoga is for everyone om shanti
om peace sunlightchairyoga com
SunLight Chair Yoga 2012-04-01 this book combines chair yoga with inspiration from the book a
course in miracles it contains science and spiritually it is a booklet for everyone and can
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assist older persons to inspire them to regain fitness and range of motion
Chair Yoga 2024-03-06 chair yoga level 2 teacher training manual by knoff yoga
Chair Yoga 2019-03-29 if you re sitting in your chair on the deck or dock you re probably already
in a relaxed frame of mind but did you realize that you re only a short stretch from nirvana this
engaging little book guides you in the ancient art of yoga from the comfort of your chair
whimsical two color illustrations and humorous easy to follow instructions lead the reader
through stretching strengthening and breath control exercises en route to improved flexibility
and relaxation yoga has proven beneficial in soothing the aches and pains of daily life as well
as for such ailments as depression and insomnia a useful exercise guide and a delightful gift
Yoga in a Muskoka Chair 2001 good morning toes a book of exercises for toes ankles feet and legs
to be used by yoga teachers and yoga students and chair yoga teachers and chair yoga students
Good Morning Toes 2018-01-18 the chair yoga book for multiple sclerosis and chronic pain is a
comprehensive guide that offers yoga practices and techniques specifically designed to
accommodate individuals with ms and chronic pain it provides a wide range of seated yoga poses
and gentle movements that can be done using a chair for support making it accessible for those
with limited mobility the book includes step by step instructions illustrations and modifications
to cater to various levels of ability additionally it may cover breathing exercises and
mindfulness practices to help manage pain and improve overall well being overall this book aims
to empower individuals with ms and chronic pain to experience the benefits of yoga while
respecting their physical limitations
Chair Yoga for Multiple Sclerosis and Chronic Pain 2023-07-19 describes more than eighty yoga
poses breathing exercises and meditation techniques that can be done from a chair and are aimed
at improving flexibility balance and strength
Chair Yoga for You 2011-04-01 experienced or not keep reading build your strength healthy
lifestyle and maximum flexibility with this amazing easy chair yoga exercises most of us do not
have time for traditional exercise or the gym but we want to stay healthy and fit adding chair
yoga to your routine can give you a new healthier fantastic lifestyle chair yoga is the most
straightforward and effective exercise you can do whether you are limited due to your age healthy
condition or just not enough time for a traditional workout we have written this book in a very
easy to understand way so anyone can use it with the many people sitting at their work desk daily
or travel on far journeys sat on flights it s inevitable to avoid back pain stiffness and more
but this doesn t have to be the case for you chair yoga is so easy that you can do it anywhere
even in the office diana mcgee is a well respected mother of two children who has worked in an
office most of her life she spent most of her time sitting down in an office job while at work
diana mcgee suffered from stiffness and back pain which eventually got worst over the years she
wanted a not intense solution or required a lot of time when she discovered chair yoga she
decided to become an instructor and has been able to help a lot of people with their health
conditions using chair yoga practice are you constantly sat on a chair do you feel stiff have you
never done yoga before don t have time for traditional exercise have you not moved much lately
simply want and healthier life with less effort if so then chair yoga is for you you can do it
most effective chair yoga includes the benefit of chair yoga understand if chair yoga is for you
different chair yoga poses with an image easy to understand step by step guide and many more
ready to build your strength maximum flexibility get rid of stiffness and achieve a healthier
lifestyle click on the buy button now
Most Effective Chair Yoga Secret 2021-07-02 chair yoga provides the perfect opportunity to get
moving while limiting the risk of injury and improving flexibility you can achieve many of the
same benefits as other forms of yoga and will find yourself looking and feeling better than ever
before by following the simple and short routines within this book illustrated charts are
included to make these routines easy for beginners to follow with these accessible moves and step
by step guidance you ll discover everything you need to know to get started with a regular chair
yoga practice this book will help you how to lose weight and improve flexibility keeping healthy
joints learn easy to follow 40 illustrated exercises that will help you improve flexibility and
enhance your sense of well being avoid falling and improve balance quickly from beginner to more
advanced exercises to improve your balance and coordination with low impact and gentle exercises
reducing your risk of falls and injuries the 7 best exercises and shortcuts to burn fat whilst
sitting 30 day workout designed to improve your fitness level to maximize your health improve
physical and emotional health in just 10 minutes per day exercises and routines designed by a
personal trainer to help you achieve your goals boost your confidence and stability through chair
yoga poses and sequences that are gentle simple and easy to follow no matter your experience
level
Chair Yoga: Improving Strength, Flexibility and Posture Whilst Creating (A Comprehensive
Collection of Chair Yoga Exercises, Balance, Mindfulness) 101-01-01 sometimes getting down on a
yoga mat isn t possible this chair yoga adventure will fire up your imagination who do you want
to fly with and where do you want to fly use chair yoga poses to help a golden eagle a flying
horse or a dragon on a special adventure where you choose what happens
Once Upon a Time, You... 2021-07-22 do you want to achieve a better quality of life even whilst
you re sitting down chair yoga is a form of yoga that adapts traditional yoga poses and practices
to be performed while seated on a chair or using a chair for support it is an accessible and
inclusive approach to yoga making the practice especially useful to individuals with limited
mobility whether you are a senior an office worker or physically unable to do a downward dog on
the mat chair yoga is for you these poses are so easy to follow that you are guaranteed to
succeed even if you have never exercised before what will you discover in this book easy to
follow instructions for poses that only require a chair 15 minutes of your time step by step
instructions for poses that help towards building strength flexibility and vitality even if you
can t get down to a yoga mat a variety of poses that can be performed from the comfort of your
own home no matter your age ability or limitations what does science say 1 studies by the harvard
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medical school show that weekly yoga classes often help with chronic back pain more than the
standard treatment 2 according to the academy of medical royal colleges exercise improves wear
and tear conditions such as osteoarthritis by an impressive 22 83 3 yoga has been proven to
improve bone density even in older adults it is better to start late than never the author
introduced his mother to yoga when she was in her fifties 29 years ago like anyone her age she
has aches and pains that come with age but she lives with no physical restrictions and enjoys a
full life at the age of 79 she had a fall recently fracturing her kneecap but she thankfully
bounced back fairly quickly putting her quick recovery down to her regular chair yoga practice
the incredible benefits that yoga has brought her are evident therefore the author is confident
about the benefits it can bring to the lives of others too to take control of your vitality with
chair yoga add this to your shopping cart now
Chair Yoga for Seniors and Beginners 2023-11-18 rediscover your body s strength and free yourself
from age related pain with this practical guide to chair yoga for beginners are you struggling
with stiffness pain and joint discomfort are you worried about falling or not being able to keep
up with your grandchildren or would you like to lose the extra pounds and regain your mobility
then this book is just right for you if you want to improve your balance increase your strength
and flexibility and harness the healing power of yoga this guide provides step by step
instructions and beginner friendly advice that doesn t cost a lot and allows you to regain your
independence by following along 10 minute exercises that you can do at home here is a small
selection of what you will discover chair yoga made easy with step by step instructions you ll
learn the most important postures and stretches that will keep you fit and flexible gentle
routine for your whole body learn practical stretches and postures for your back shoulders neck
hips arms and legs to relax stay flexible and gain strength stay active at any age with a fully
illustrated workout to meet centers for disease control and prevention recommendations for older
adults feel the power of pranayama unlock the scientifically proven benefits of pranayama chair
savasana a complete weight loss routine to burn off those extra kilos an 8 week yoga plan to
rediscover your body s power and much more how would your life change if you could get rid of
those annoying age related pains imagine being able to easily lift your mood and say goodbye to
stiff joints forever chair yoga for beginner is a friendly path suitable for readers of all
experience levels and will help you rediscover the power of your body are you ready to feel the
amazing benefits of chair yoga then scroll up and get your copy today
Chair Yoga for Beginners 2024-03-21 sunlight chair yoga yoga for everyone is a helpful book to
learn to do yoga in chairs standing or seated as a way to support the body learn simple and
gentle yoga exercises and postures to do at work while traveling in a wheelchair if injured ill
or wanting a supported yoga practice also learn to meditate do breathing exercises and relaxation
postures for calming the mind and the nervous system includes vegetarian yoga recipes and links
to chair yoga practice videos yoga is for everyone sunlighthchairyoga com
SunLight Chair Yoga 2014-03-10 improve flexibility boost mobility and promote better strength in
just a few steps easy and simple chair yoga exercises for seniors who want to stay young are you
tired of people always doting on you because they think you re frail do you find it harder and
harder to accomplish simple daily tasks now that you re older do you wish to remain active and
self sufficient as you become older as we age it becomes increasingly important to maintain our
balance and flexibility most seniors don t want to go to a gym or be confined to doing exercises
on the floor and it can simply be hard to find the time or motivation to stay active as we get
older this can lead to a lot of problems down the road chair yoga for seniors is the solution
author baz thompson has put together a compilation of the most beneficial yoga moves that any
senior can do right from the comfort of their home he ll be guiding you every step of the way
from start to finish to help you feel as young and spry as you did 30 years ago in this life
changing book you will target specific pain points and never worry about body aches again get the
most out of yoga stay motivated to keep your body in tip top shape discover specially curated
exercises to help you feel powerful again unlock your joints and reintroduce flexibility in your
life fuel yourself and wake up every day ready to take on the world follow routines that will
transform your body without tiring you out and so much more with just a few minutes of practice
each day you can see real results that will help you stay healthy and independent as you age you
ll feel better mentally and physically and you ll be able to do more things on your own terms
wait no longer improve your health and protect yourself and your loved ones with chair yoga for
seniors scroll up click on buy now with 1 click and start today
Chair Yoga for Seniors 2022-09-06 chair yoga chair yoga is for anyone it s a great prop that you
can use anywhere to practice a bit of yoga chock full of dr ayne s funny little stick people to
help you get into your pose
Chair Yoga 2023-02-26 yoga for everyone using a chair for support try a gentle and effective way
to create balance strength flexibility and peace of mind with chair yoga do yoga at work in
airplanes if disabled in a wheelchair injured or ill yoga can be done at all ages and stages of
life
SunLight Chair Yoga 2014-03-12 chair yoga is a gentle form of yoga that can be done sitting on a
chair or standing on the ground while using the chair for support it is beneficial if you have
limited mobility or if you want to practice yoga while at work here are some basic chair yoga
poses called asanas to get you started
Chair Yoga for Seniors & Beginners 2022-12-07
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